In this work the problems of statement and solution for mathematical models of effective investment portfolios formation for the companies in Separation Work Unit (SWU) markets are presented. Two schemes of formation of effective portfolios of the companies in markets SWU are developed. The first scheme is based on the linear model of objective function. The second scheme is based on Value at Risk (VaR) definition of effective portfolio formation. Restrictions from below and from above on portfolio parts are considered. Problem with constraints allow to consider the company's participation in the markets and to take into account the proportion of the quotas for the company. Numerical results of effective portfolios formation for the company are presented.
Introduction
One of the primary goals of economy is the distribution of resources in conditions when efficiency of use of resources after their distribution are not defined and have uncertain character. In particular, the problem of formation of effective portfolios arises in the markets of the enriched uranium which is used in nuclear power reactors [1] [2] [3] [4] .
At definition and the solution of such class problems requires to consider the random character of the resource efficiency and take into account the risk. Nowadays the Markowitz scheme of the definition and solution of investment portfolios formation problems is widespread. In the Markowitz scheme the dispersion of efficiency plays the role of risk [5] . Another criterion characterizing the generated investment portfolio in the Markowitz scheme is the average expected value (mathematical expectation) of portfolio efficiency . Thus, the Markowitz scheme belongs to a class of two criteria of problems that need to maximize the average expected value portfolio performance, and to minimize the dispersion of portfolio performance 2 . As it is known, the set of solutions of Markowitz problems is defined by the set of Pareto solutions which in the investment theory is accepted to name by the set of effective portfolios.
In this paper, along with the formulation of the Markowitz also used VaR formulation of the optimal investment portfolios [6, 8] :
⃗ ∈ , where ( ( ⃗) < * ) is the probability of inequality ( ⃗) < * , X is the set of restrictions.
Problem (1) as well as the problem of Markowitz has two criteria. One of the criteria * is the right boundary of the interval ( ⃗) < * . Another criterion, which plays the role of risk, is the probability ( ( ⃗) < * ).
Definition of a forecasting problem for effective portfolio of company in the world regional SWU markets with the help of linear model
For the problem definition of optimal portfolio formation is necessary to define the initial data of optimization. For the calculation of optimal parts of company in regional world SWU markets we use the systematic approach based on the formation of effective portfolios. In this approach the set of company's parts is considered as a portfolio. The parts thereby are used so that to optimize the objective function (criterion) which characterize quality of a portfolio. In the current section as an objective function of portfolio which depends on the portfolio structure (a vector of company's parts) is taken the profitability. The portfolio structure is taken so that to maximize its numerical value.
The optimizing problem of the efficiency maximization for the general portfolio of company's contracts with linear objective function is:
where ( ⃗) is the linear efficiency criterion of company's portfolio in SWU markets in year k; ⃗ = ( 1 , … , ) is the vector of company's parts in the regional markets in the year k; = ∑ =1 is the part of SWU market j in relation to the volume of all SWU markets in the year k ; is the world SWU market company's part in the year k;
is the SWU demand on market j ( j=1, …, n) in the year k;
is the estimation of efficiency relative values of company concluded contracts on the market j in the year k;
is the quota for company on the market j in the year k;
is the set of bottom borders for company on the market j in the year k.
The problem (2) is solved numerically by means of two steps algorithm [7] .
The results of the numerical solution of the optimizing problem (2) for one company's parts in the world regional SWU markets are presented below (see figures 1, 2; green color designates a corridor of restrictions (3) for parts).
Definition of a forecasting problem for effective portfolio of company in the world regional SWU markets with the help of VaR model
The optimizing problem based on VaR definition which uses the distributions as random variables for the calculation of parts and absolute values at risk in SWU markets is presented below.
The optimizing problem based on VaR definition is:
is the probability of an inequality ( ⃗) < * ; ( ⃗) = ∑ =1
• .
The problem (4) is solved numerically by means of Monte Carlo method [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Results of the numerical solution of an optimizing problem (4-5) for one company's parts in the world regional SWU markets are presented below (see figures 3, 4; green color designates a corridor of restrictions (3, 5) for parts). 
Conclusion
At the base of models for defining company's parts in the world and regional SWU markets, presented in this paper, the balance principle between the SWU demand of atomic power stations and the SWU supply is used. For the calculation of optimal portfolios two models presented in this paper are used. For the calculation of company's parts for different scenarios of nuclear power engineering development the linear model of effective portfolio formation is used, taking into account the entered quotas in the SWU consumer countries. For the calculation of optimal company's parts (and, thereby, of sales volumes) on the basis of the calculated distributions of SWU demands and supplies in the regional markets we use the VaR model of effective portfolios formation, taking into account the entered quotas in the SWU consumer countries.
In the paper we develop the models of optimal portfolios forecasting of company's parts on the base of modifications of already existing linear and VaR models [7, 8] .
In the developed models of forecasting: 1. The scheme of optimization for the model of forecasting based on automatic search of optimal values parameters is obtained;
2. The scheme of calculation and visualization of error corridors for the forecast for each set level of trust that allows to estimate risks for various levels of the future values of predicted indicators is formed (calculations of these risks within the limits of developed model of forecasting also are obtained);
The balanced dynamic model of demand and supply development of natural and enriched uranium and the models of effective portfolios formation for the parts of SWU sales will allow:
1. To predict the development of SWU demand and supply; 2. To predict the optimal physical volumes and parts of SWU sale for the company in the world and in the regional markets; 3. To reveal the weak places in the development SWU demand and supply of the enriched uranium and to suggest ways of their elimination; 4. To optimize the distribution of various character resources; 5. To form the initial information for monitoring of SWU demand and supply.
